DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT
Salt Communications provides organisations with an encrypted communications system with centralised control. Salt Communications product provides secure voice, messaging, conference calling, video calling, broadcasting and image or file transfers for mobile workers. Broadcast channels allow controlled and compliant communications with large and small groups. Used for Incident Response notifications and updates. Integratable into internal systems to allow sensitive information to be securely pushed to selected personnel.

VALUE TO TARGETED AUDIENCE
Salt Communications offers a trusted and validated solution which brings security, privacy, compliance, management, control and visibility to internal communications. A fast and effective secure alternative to replace popular consumer apps being used to send sensitive information. Salt Communications provides full control to the organisation by allowing them to invite trusted users to their closed network and therefore reducing the risk of hacks and leaks.

OBJECTIVES
• Secure 1-to-1 and group chat capabilities, as well as 1-to-1 and conferencing calls.
• Operates seamlessly on any global network allowing important legal decisions to be made anywhere in the world on the move.
• Push out live alerts to large groups of users within an organisation. This feature will enable organisations to send messages, share images & documents as well as assign the level of severity to an alert.
• Set retention policies to ensure that sensitive data is removed from devices after a certain time.
• Multiple data retention options available to ensure that customer data is being processed in the way which they decide.
• Integrate with existing internal systems to enable sensitive internal material to be securely shared with mobile workers.
• Independently validated as using the highest grade encryption gives peace of mind to risk sensitive customers, ensuring all legal communications are secure.
• Integrates easily with device management tools (e.g. Mobile Iron, AirWatch) - fast deployment.
• Solution is fully owned and controlled by customer - (no oversight by SaltDNA).
• Easily incorporates customer’s own brand with a white label if required.

CONTACT DETAILS
Salt Communications is based in Belfast, N. Ireland with partners and customers across the globe. If you wish to ask about any aspect of our services please use the appropriate contact below:

General Inquiries
sales@saltcommunications.com | +442890328114

Business Development
John Bailie | Head of Business Development
john.bailie@saltcommunications.com

Global Business Development
Joe Boyle | CEO
joe.boyle@saltcommunications.com